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 Character List Ghost (巫)  A Korean ghost, also known as Korean zombie, he is born out of the war between the humans and the
possessed humans. The possessed humans have passed the test and transformed themselves into a ghost, and the ghosts are the
undead ones which were once humans. However, the ghosts still retain their personalities, memories, and intelligence. Ghosts

are not necessarily all of the same type, but the Ghost is a prototype created by the possessed humans, and the possessed humans
only create Ghost as a weaker and more manipulable subject. Ghosts can also appear as different colors such as white, red,

black, and silver. The red Ghost is the most common one, and also the one which possesses the lowest status, from which it can
be easily manipulated. This is the weakest type of ghost and is used as the base prototype of the Korean Ghost. It is not until a

Korean Ghost reaches the rank of ghost aces that they will be able to transform into a spirit creature. Ghost aces are the highest-
ranked ghosts and have the strength of an intermediate rank of spirits. Only a ghost aces can become a spirit and fight with the
possessed humans on equal footing. It is the only thing that can break the contract and escape from possession. . Dark Skinned
(我们人，我们白人)  A young and naive Dark Skinned, a young  from the Buryan clan. He is a researcher in the Special Intelligence

Department who serves as a manipulator of the Ghosts and possesses a legion of five ghosts. He is nicknamed "Ghost Hunter" in
the mangas. He is actually quite thoughtful and intelligent but hides this behind his forced false smile. He is also on the same
boat as Ghost, in which his mother is the doctor who makes him to pass the test and the father who gives him the training to

become a Ghost Hunter. However, due to his sensitive and weak heart, he feels that his job is to be a "lab rat" and that he does
not want to be a "lab rat" anymore. Kirin  (響铃)  A young  and a researcher in the Special Intelligence Department who serves as
a manipulator of the Ghosts and possesses a legion of four ghosts. His ghosts all have the same name as him, which are Kirin,
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